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Plantronics Explorer™ 220
Bluetooth® Headset
Plantronics Explorer 220 fuses Bluetooth wireless
technology with effortless call control for a true hands-free
experience. Plantronics Explorer 220 incorporates all call
features-volume, call answer/end, last-number redial, and
voice-activated dialing- into two separate buttons for ease
of use. Delivering up to six hours of talk time, the Explorer
220 provides the convenience you want and the mobility you
need to suit your busy, active lifestyle.
• All-day comfort in a sleek, lightweight design—
weighs less than an ounce
• Fits comfortably and securely on either ear
• Simple to use—easy to put on and take off,
easy to pair, easy to answer calls
• Talk throughout the day with up to 6 hours talk time
and up to 200 hours standby time
• Freedom to roam up to 33 feet from your
Bluetooth device
• Unique speaker design optimizes sound quality
• QuickPair™ for fast and easy pairing with
Bluetooth phones

Affordable, easy-to-use
wireless headset for
Bluetooth phones
Now available
in gloss black
and sleek silver
Plantronics Explorer 220
Silver
75637-01

Plantronics Explorer 220
Black
75516-01

Universally compatible with all Bluetooth phones v1.1 and higher;
supporting both the headset and hands-free profiles
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Explorer 220 Key Features
Talk time1
Up to 6 hours
Standby time1
Up to 200 hours
Range
Bluetooth standard 33 feet (10 meters)
Headset weight
15 grams (.5 ounces)
Microphone
Omni-directional
Headset controls2
One-touch volume, call answer/end, last
number redial, voice-activated dialing
Battery type
Lithium
Wireless compatibility Bluetooth devices supporting headset and
hands-free profiles
Version
Bluetooth v2.0
Product includes
Headset, AC charger
1
2

Performance may vary by device.
Last number redial and voice-activated dialing must be supported by your device or cellular provider.

Plantronics Explorer 220 QuickPair™
Pairing Instructions
Headsets with QuickPair are
automatically in pairing mode
when powered on until
paired with the first device.
First Pairing:
Step 1: S
 tart with headset
powered OFF. Hold
down headset Call Control button for
four seconds—release when Indicator Light flashes red and
blue. Headset is now discoverable. Headset will remain
discoverable until it is paired with
its first device.
Step 2: Use your device’s menu to enter its pairing mode and select
220Plantronics on the display. 0000 is the pairing passkey.
Subsequent Pairings:
To manually place headset in Pairing Mode, begin with the headset
turned off, then press the call control button for 8-10 seconds until
the headset indicator light flashes red and blue.
The headset is now in pairing mode for the next 60 seconds. To pair
with a phone, repeat Step 2.
For more pairing assistance please visit the Plantronics interactive
On-Line Pairing Guide at www.plantronics.com/easytopair
Easy Headset Reconnection for Previously Paired Devices
If the Bluetooth phone and your Plantronics Bluetooth headset have
been out of range for an extended amount of time or if the headset
and/or phone were turned off and do not automatically reconnect,
simply do a short press of the call control button and the devices
will reconnect.

COMFORTABLE DESIGN
Discreet and light, it fits
comfortably on either ear

Volume at Your
Fingertips
Control your
headset volume
with a touch of
a button
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HEAR AND
BE HEARD
Unique speaker
design optimizes
sound quality

Call Control Button
For powering on/off, call
answer/end, last-number redial
and voice-activated dialing2

Stays Charged For Days
Up to 6 hours talk time and
200 hours standby time1

Hands-Free
Convenience
Keep both hands
on the wheel and
stay connected

Plantronics Technical Assistance Line for
Bluetooth Headsets

1-866-363-BLUE (2583)

TM

Sound innovation for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.
In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic words from the moon: “That’s one small step...” Since then, we’ve
set industry standards for headsets from aviation to space travel. Today, we’re the headset of choice in mission-critical
applications such as air traffic control and 911 dispatch. This history of sound innovation is the basis for every product
we build—whether it’s for work, home or on the go.
Plantronics. Sound Innovation.
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